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with the release of palm os 6, and the introduction of the miopockets also release, a huge amount of companies who already own a palm os pda, and the cash to support it, released new products, but still use some of the previous models. navigon is one of these
companies, but it does not mean they are stuck with a previous palm os. they will release new versions of their software for your old devices. navigon has released a new version of their product for the omnitech 16878-us gps, which was the gps used with the original
palm os version of miopockets. the new version is navigon 800x480 wince 6. it works on all palm os devices from the original palm os 6 to the latest releases. this release brings a number of new features to the table including an improved user interface, alternative
routes, a device that will support the new development of the miopockets v6. navigon 2150 gps for windows ce (like the navigon 2100) allows windows ce based pdas to utilize the technology and software to read maps (including navigon's navidrive software), show
custom routes, and display the devices current coordinates. navigon 2100 is the next generation of the navigon gps. the following topics will address unlocking and customizing the navigon 2100 and navigon 2150 gps to work. i have just recently discovered that
navigon 2100 includes a feature that can be enabled to disable the lockscreen on the device. you can access this feature by going to settings->general and then unchecking the allow lockscreen on display the navigon 2100 will not work without navidrive installed,
but you can use navigon without navidrive to find your location. however, it will not show routes or map your current location. once you have the navidrive software installed, follow the next tutorial to get it to work.
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But it could also be used by anyone that just wants a simple phone they dont have to lug around all the time. Forget the UI. Forget the interface. The point of it being a phone. Thats what it was made for. For those who dont want an expensive monthly price for
navigation with unlimited features. The Navigon could be the perfect choice. And that gives any Windows Phone device the ability to be a GPS navigation device. It doesnt have to be paired to an earpiece to work. It will just need an internet connection for the most

basic functions. I think it has potential to go viral if Navigon works with OEMs to make Navigons available for the Mango devices. They would even reduce the cost of the S2. The ZTE Sopranos are just about perfect. But they dont have Navigon. This could be a sellout
for Navigon. We did our test with the Navigon 800x480 unit. Not because the S2 isnt capable. The S2 is a beast. In fact, it does have the potential to be the best GPS nav app for Windows Phone. But we couldnt get Navigon to install. It had a GPS receiver so it would
work in the car. But not in the house. But it does have a 3G connection and the phone itself worked. (usually someone has a spare sim card lying around) So the S2 is certainly capable. But Windows Phones feature "Navigon" on the home screen. And thats not going

to change. So we couldnt get Navigon to install on the S2. We did install Navigon on the ZTE W3, but that didnt work. It wasnt compatible with it. This was despite Navigon looking good on the ZTE W3 at 1280x720. So the Navigon picture isnt quite accurate. It
appears that its a Navigon working with Navigos mapping of the US. Now that takes us back to one of the reasons why it did work on the ZTE W3. Navigon is in the ZTE W3s GSM data files and Navigos maps. So it wasnt a visual issue. But by showing a picture of

Navigon, we might be misleading some people. 5ec8ef588b
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